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Present:
Katelyn Williams (School of Arts and Humanities, Co-Chair)
Andrea Porter (School of Arts and Humanities, Co-Chair)
Ben Cunningham (School of Business and Industry)
Wendy Stephens (School of Education)
Serena Gramling (School of Health Professions and Wellness)
Jody Long (School of Human Services and Social Sciences)
Mark Sciuchetti (School of Science)
Harry Nuttall (Library)
Absent:
Pam White (Learning Services)
Guest(s): None
Item
Approved
WI Course Unanimous
Approvals

Discussion
ART 112
ART 402
ART 449
(ART classes – add note that revision language must be included on syllabus for at
least one assignment)
COM 380
Need syllabus language that indicates feedback and revision (on assignment sheet,
but not on syllabus)
ED 302
ED 496
EM 481
FCS 350

Decision/Action
These courses will be recommended
for WI designation by memo from the
WAC Committee to the Deans Council

FSC 352
FCS 353
FCS 355
FCS 464
HPE 450
HY 303
PSC 342
SW 332
SY 301
SY 499
Approval Pending
Proposed Courses: Revise
and Resubmit

DR 361
How does the draft factor into the research project? Clarity needed on writing
process – draft, feedback, revision, resubmit

These courses will be recommended
for WI designation, provided they are
resubmitted with the
clarification/items requested

DR 490
How does the draft factor into the research project? Clarity needed on writing
process – draft, feedback, revision, resubmit
FIN 481
Students must be required to resubmit following feedback, rather than just having
the “opportunity” to revise and resubmit, as stated
HPE 415
Students need to be given feedback on assignments, revise, and then resubmit
PSC 452
Issues with the writing process – need to require revision and resubmission of
assignment
Not Approved
Provide Resources to Rework
Proposals and Resubmit

MU 237
Does not appear to include any writing besides discussion board, the syllabus is not
clear where writing is involved in the class, we need to understand what is written in
the course; there is no indication of revision in the course

MU 301
Does not appear to include any writing besides discussion board, the syllabus is not
clear where writing is involved in the class, we need to understand what is written in
the course; there is no indication of revision in the course

These courses will not be
recommended for WI designation;
instead, we will ask that they be
revised and resubmitted for
consideration and will provide a
checklist of requirements/items to
address in syllabi for clarity

SMR 221
No writing criteria, the amount of writing on the application does not jibe with
what’s on the syllabus
Not enough evidence of feedback, revision, resubmission
Work on number of written assignments and the way that revision will occur
SMR 490
Work on number of written assignments
Work on the revision component
•

General Suggestions

•

In WI course syllabus language – make sure that syllabus includes language
about the revision loop (draft, feedback, revision, resubmit)
In general, give them standards about what should appear on the syllabus
regarding the WI standards

Next Meeting Date

Friday, March 12, 2021 at 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 31, 2021 at 3:00 p.m.

Next WI Proposal Submission
Dates

N/A

Notes: Katelyn will send status and feedback on Pending and Not Approved course proposals.

